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Mr. Doodle Snowman

Snowman measures 20” high. 

Designed by Dondi Richardson.

RED HEART® Boutique™ “Doodle™”: 1 ball each 1632 
Lime and 1718 Hot Pink.

Styrofoam™ Brand Foam:
One cone for upper body and hat, 3⅞” x 11⅞”
One 4” ball for head and one 6” ball for lower body
One disc for base, 15/16” x 7⅞”

Other Materials:
Deco Art™ Snow Tex®

Black dimensional fabric paint 
Orange pompom, ½”
Chenille stems, 2 any color
Low-temp glue gun
Foam paint brush
Serrated knife
Scissors

Instructions
1. With serrated knife, cut cone 5” from bottom for upper

body. Make second cut 4” from top for hat. You will not
need center section of cone.

2. Glue 6” ball to center of disc base. Center 5” cone section
on top of 6” ball; glue in place. Glue 4” ball to top of 6”
cone. Set aside the 4” cone section for hat.

3. Brush on a coat of Snow Tex® to the 6” and 4” balls and
the disc base. Let dry.

4. Cut lengths of Lime and Hot Pink yarn to fit around the 
body, as in photo, and glue in place.

5. Fold a chenille stem in half and twist ends together for 
the arm. Cut a 16” length of Lime and glue one end about 
½” up from the twisted end. Wrap yarn around stem to 
completely cover, gluing again at the opposite end. Cut a 
small length of Hot Pink and glue around end of arm for 
the glove’s trim. Repeat for second arm. Carefully insert 
twisted chenille ends into the body as in photo.

6. Using black fabric paint, draw eyes and mouth. Glue 
pompom to face for nose.

7. Glue 4” cone piece on top of head for hat. Referring to 
photo, glue lengths of yarn around cone to cover.

RED HEART® Boutique™ “Doodle™”, Art. 
E785 available in solid color 5.29 oz (150g), 
12 yd (11m) balls.

This merry snowman will greet your visitors all 
through the holiday season! Using thick bulky 

Doodle™ yarn makes it easy to cover the 
Styrofoam™ cone base and create this 

jolly decoration.
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